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Challenge





“Scientists are not going to solve the problem of recovery from brain
damage to the brain with cellular, molecular or pharmaceutical treatments
alone. We’re going to have to figure out how to get learning to occur in
combination with that, whether it is cognitive, sensory, or motor learning.”
Elisa Newport, 2013

Challenge: ISF
 Interactive Systems Framework





Define Problem
Risk & Protective Factors
Develop & Test Prevention
Ensure adoption



ISF

Problem with Effects
There is a remarkable gap between medical research and
practice (Institute of Medicine, 2001).
This could be due to many factors such as the process of
implementation is flawed (Fixen,et al., 2005).
Public health rocks…
When Psychiatry abandoned therapy, they became
mindless (Hobson, 2007); quick fix

Background: “There is no such
thing as aging”
 Aging is not a causal variable. Rather it is a
marker on a temporal axis along which various
exposures and disease processes operate.
Aging then is not a meaningful explanation for
why one might experience cognitive decline or
impairment.
 Dementia also is a non-event. It is an end
stage of a process of a “brain at risk,” a poor
accumulation of health, behaviors, and
genetics.
 Delicious Phrases: “Bioage” “Adaptive
Senectitude”; “Longevity Dividend”

Background: Cognition
over Age
 “One way to conceive of cognitive
abilities is as an INTERMEDIATE
PHENOTYPE of biological age because
cognitive ability, in aggregate, reliably
declines with age and a greater decline in
cognitive function predicts mortality and
morbidity better than does chronological
age.”

Depp, Vahia, & Jeste, 2010

Background: Aging Cortex
 “There is now a vast amount of data demonstrating the
relationship between gene expression and anatomical
features in early brain development… we suggest that
similar genetic and epigenetic mechanisms continue to
impact the structure and function of the brain throughout
life…Late in life, similar genetic mechanisms may be
involved in the breakdown of brain microstructure, AND
changes in experience, as in early development, can
advance and ameliorate the deleterious effects of aging.
Data from multiple laboratories around the world suggest
that calorific restriction and environmental enrichment can
impact on gene expression in the aging brain…”

Huffman, 2012, p 9

Background: Positive Side













Someone will live 1000 years
For 160 years we have gained 3 months/year
in average life span.
Ideal: Compression of morbidity
83% will reach 65 and, if so, you will live on average 18.5 years.
Even small changes in core capacities can lead to large changes in complex
behavior (Salthouse, 2001)
NIH Alzheimer’s and Cognitive Decline Prevention Conference, 2010 !!!
What helps with cognitive decline?
Exercise, Leisure, Cognitive activity
What hurts? CVRF, especially diabetes, smoking,
depression/anxiety, metabolic syndrome, APOe-4

Background:
Negative Side














1/5 of older adults have mental health or substance abuse issue
WE DO NOT KNOW: What causes aging and how can we
prevent the harmful aspects of old age
(Le Couteur & Sinclair, 2010)
139 candidate genes ??????
“Omics” are a way off
20,000 genes but only 324 targets have yielded drugs
Optimal EBT averts only 34% of years lived with disability
(Andrews, et al., 2004)
Every 1% reduction of mortality associated with increase in
disability
If reach age 70, can expect 1.5 years of cognitive impairment on
average (Suthers, et al., 2010); 2 years of disability
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Finally….. Respect!!!!







• Cognitive dysfunction and neural circuitry may play a key role in
understanding the etiology of behavior and psychiatric symptoms
• Distinct memory and cognitive deficits are increasingly recognized as
part of the broader phenotype of many psychiatric illnesses
• Cognitive dysfunction may be a significant risk factor for development of
psychiatric illnesses, particularly in older adults
• Cognitive and memory dysfunction may exacerbate psychiatric
symptoms in all populations
• Cognitive dysfunction increasingly negatively impacts response to
pharmacological and psychological interventions such as CBT
• Cognitive impairments offer a potentially effective target for addressing
psychiatric illness through cognitive training, rehabilitation or
augmentation of pharmacotherapies

Working Memory


Working memory is the cognitive system that actively maintains several pieces
of information in mind for immediate use. Main factor underlying
cognitive impairment in old age and in dementia



Models now refers to active “online” and short-term maintenance of
information in the service of more complex tasks, such as mental arithmetic,
language comprehension, planning, or problem solving.



Affects individual differences in fluid intelligence (25%) and… executive
function (EF), language acquisition, reading comprehension, problem solving,
reasoning, cognitive control, and reading comprehension.



WM then may serve as a domain-general cognitive resource that
modulates ability in a number of seemingly disparate areas of cognitive
performance.



Greatest activation in WM training comes from parts of the prefrontal cortex
and parietal cortex, a standard pattern for WM changes.

Executive Function
Components









Cognitive flexibility, problem-solving, and response maintenance
(Greve et al. 2002).
Volition, planning, purposive action, and effective performance (Lezak
et al. 1983).
Inhibition and switching, working memory, sustained and selective
attention (Alvarez and Emory 2006). Shifting, updating, and inhibition
(Miyake et al. 2000).
Word fluency performance, shifting, updating, and inhibition (Fisk and
Sharp 2004).
Reasoning and perceptual speed (Salthouse 1996, 2005).
Inhibition and working memory (Pennington et al. 1996).
Behavioral inhibition (Barkley 1997)

EF (WM?) Stuff



 Lower scores on Mattis DRS I/P were associated with poorer response
to six-week antidepressant treatment (Kayalam, Alexopoulos 1999)



 Among 50 patients with late-onset depression, (29 who were responders to
antidepressant monotherapy and 21 who were not), nonresponders
scored significantly worse than responders on two tests of executive function
(verbal fluency and Stroop test)
(Baldwin 2004)





 Perseverative errors on scores of two tests: Animal Naming (AN) and Controlled
Oral Word Association (COWA) tests Total perseverative errors (AN + COWA)
decreased odds of 3 month remission among actively treated older depressed
patients (OR=0.74, CI=0.55-0.99, p=0.045) Potter et al. NPP 2004;29:2266-2271




 Older depressed patients with lowest quartile performance on Stroop had
poorer response to 8 weeks of citalopram. Sneed et al AJGP 2012



 Those with poor Stroop performance receiving usual care had poor response

Background: Decline Rate
 Mean cognitive decline over 10 years initiated at 7.5
years before dementia was diagnosed.
 Global cognitive decline measure declined .087-unit
per year.
 At 2 years before diagnosis decline increased by a
factor of 4 of .37-unit per year.
 Cognitive decline in AD is nonlinear and precedes
dementia onset is established

Wilson, et al., 2012
 Disability in old age is associated with accelerated
cognitive decline.

Rajan et al., 2013
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Search is on…


Mechanisms by which mentally stimulating activities may impact their
benefits include stimulating the brain’s neuroprotective functions,
increasing cognitive reserve and enhancing neural networks (Jak et al.,
2013).



The search is on for specific actions that can be practiced to stave off
negative cognitive aging outcomes, combat cognitive consequences of
medical conditions, or improve mental sharpness in day-to-day life,
especially for MCI adults.





Cognitive Training works for…
Young adults
Healthy older adults

Cognitive Training
 Cognitive Stimulation: Activities,
reminiscence, leisure
 Cognitive Rehabilitation: More impaired
adults (compensation or regeneration)
 Cognitive Training:
 1. Strategy-based: internal and external
 2. Computerized: games or exercises

Background:
Learn to Learn!!!!
 After training in something like Tetris
scans of resting brains reveal higher
levels of blood flow after training than
before. Parts of the brain that are trained
when resting are better prepared for the
next thing. Tasks like n-back training
lead to improvements on different WM
tasks and fluid IQ tests.

Jonides, 2012

Studies/Reviews of MCI



STUDIES:
Akhtar et al., 2006; Backman, 1992; Banningh et al., 2013; Barnes et al., 2009; Belleville et al.,
2006; Belleville, 2008; Belleville et al. 2011; Boripuntakul, Kothan, Methapatara, Munkhetvit, &
Sungkarat, 2012; Bourgeois et al, 2003; Buschert et al. (2011); Camp , 2005; Clare et al., 2008;
de Vreese et al., 2001;Gagnon & Belleville, 2012; Finn & McDonald, 2011; Gatz, et al., 1998;
Grandmaison & Simard, 2003; Greenaway et al., 2008; Greenaway, Duncan, & Smith, 2012;
Gunther et al., 2003; Hampstead et al., 2008; Hampstead, Sathian, Phillips, Amaraneni,
Delaune, & Stringer, 2012; Hutchens, Kinsella, Ong, Pike, Parsons, Storey, ... & Clare (2012);
Jean et al., 2007; Jean et al., 2010a,b; Kinsella et al., 2009; Kinsella, Mullaly, Rand, Ong,
Burton, Price, ... & Storey, 2013; Kurz et al., 2009; Lim et al., 2012; Little et al., 1986; Londos,
et al., 2008; Lowenstein et al., 2004; Olazaran et al., 2004; Olchik, et al. 2013; Rapp al., 2002;
Rozzini et al., 2007; Talassi et al., 2007; Troyer et al., 2008; Unverzagt et al., 2007, 2012;
Yesavage et al., 2009).




REVIEWS:
Acevedo & Loewenstein, 2013; Belleville, 2008; Buschert et al., 2010; Cochrane Review, 2011;
Huckans, Hutson, Twamley, Jak, Kaye, & Storzbach, 2013; Jak et al., 2013; Jean et al. 2010;
Larsson et al., 2008; Lervig & Hulme, 2013; Li et al., 2008; Mowszowski, Batchelor, & Naismith,
2010; Rebok et al., 2008, 2012; Simon, Yokomizo, & Bottino 2010; Sitzer et al., 2008; Scott &
Spector, 2010) and at least one meta-analysis (Li et al., 2010).

Compter-Based and
Taxonomies of MCI



COMPUTER-BASED:
Barnes, D. E., Yaffe, K., Belfor, N., Jagust, W. J., DeCarli, C., Reed, B. R., &
Kramer, J. H., 2009; Belleville, S., Gilbert,B., Fontaine, F., Gagnon, L., Menard,
E., & Gauthier, S., 2006; Cipriani, G., Bianchetti, A., & Trabucchi, M., 2006;
Eckroth-Bucher, M., & Siberski, J., 2009; Finn, M., & McDonald, S., 2011; Gagon,
L. G., & Belleville, S., 2012; Gaitan, A., Garolera, M., Cerulla, N., Chico, G.,
Rodriguez-Querol, M., & Canela-Soler, J., 2012; Gunther, V. K., Schafer, P.,
Holzner, B. J., & Kemmler, G. W., 2003; Hererra, C., Chambon, C., Michel, B. F.,
Paban, V., & Alescio-Lautier, B., 2012; Johansson, B., & Tornmalm, M., 2012;
Loewenstein, D. A., Acevedo, A., Czaja,S. J., & Duara, R., 2004; Rosen, A. C.,
Sugiura, L., Kramer J. H., Whitfield-Gabrieli, S., & Gabrieli, S., 2011; Rozzini, L.,
Costardi, D., Chilovi, B. V., Franzoni, S., Trabucchi, M., & Padovani, A., 2007;
Westerberg, H., Jacobaeus, H., Hirvikoski, T., Clevberger, P., Ostensson, M. L.,
Bartfai, A., & Klingberg, T. 2007




TAXONOMIES:
Clare et al., 2003; Eschen, 2012; Huckans, et al., 2012; Mowszowski et al., 2010;
Rebok et al., 2012; Sitzer et al., 2006.

Memory Retraining/Cogmed in the Fast Lane

Cogmed does well

FAQ Score Pre, Post and
PP

Conclusions
 Both the Cogmed and Sham groups enhance working memory in
older adults with MCI compared to the Control group.
 Cogmed did marginally better on cognitive measures than Sham.
 Significant improvements were seen at Post and Post-Post
cognitive measures, especially for Cogmed.
 Cogmed showed significant improvements in mood and
adjustment measures compared to Sham.
 Cogmed also enjoyed the procedure.
 In summary, both Cogmed and Sham groups enhanced working
memory in older adults with MCI. This was more evident with
Cogmed.

Holistic Memory Clinic
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Issues of Memory
G
U
P
Link
 Attention and Focus: lack of focus causes problems.


Ingredients
plus







1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Stop everything and GET IT!!!!!!!!!
Question and Elaborate on topic: Think and question
DO IT
Retrieve and Link: Look away and recall
Practice: Do again

Memory Clinic and List
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Psychotherapist as
Neuroscientist
















Use neuro-cognitive model: Not a fault of character, Neuroscience is simple and
cool: Mind and brain are indivisible.
Activate the left hemisphere: Narratives re-sculpture neuronal networks throughout life. Self
enhancement.
Encourage plasticity: Use CR and training because depression and anxiety are brain-related
problems, strategies of CR may help.
Be an amygdala whisperer: Early stress impairs! Amygdala (50 milliseconds) is fully developed
at birth and begrudgingly shares time and function with the frontal lobes (500 milli’s)
Tell Pt “psychotherapy changes brain”: CBT changes brain: For MDD, CBT and frontal
activation/limbic adjustment; IPT increased activation in right posterior cingulate and
decreased activation in prefrontal cortex.
Activate all placebo markers: Effect depends on the prefrontal lobes in a top down cortical
modulation of mood, emotion and immune activity. Placebo effect is the core conditions of
treatment – necessary and sufficient for change. GET PT TO LIKE/BELIEVE IN YOU!!
Cozolino, 2010

Challenges










Break things down
Design problems
Cognitive load
Simplicity
Competencies: Domain general training
Fidelity
Interactive Systems Framework
Define Problem Risk & Protective Develop & Test Prevention Ensure adoption
Factors

ISF

Person with a Problem

The challenge of getting older is to strike a balance between fighting
disabilities/diseases and coming to terms with the limitations it imposes. This battle
will change again and again.

Treatment of Older Adults: A
Holistic Approach
L. Hyer

